Achilles’ heel of synthetic intellectual.

- Fretsidiq Fekade

- My inquiry of the self,
  Not of a material.
I call up on the soul,
Of every individual
An immaculate elemental
Sacred and un polluted
To override a synthetic mental,
Without charm reason and rationale,
Succumb to undesired trial.

The mind of the intellectual
The organic and traditional
Molecular and atomically,
lurk in the field of discovery
Envelop his head with theory
Take up an oblivion journey
With precursors of how and why
Solicit a great question of all
Nothing to chronicle.
A futile and frivolous venture.

Humanity being classified
Labeled and defined
Stigmatized and mutilated
Politically synthesized,
scientifically experimented
Naming and description,
Serve to find a solution.
His soul rages in a battle
Embroiled and conflicted
With In paradoxical world

Who can discern-what is to the spirit,
Who measures collective consciousness
To beautify man’s existence.
Ego plays major role,
In the life of the intellectual.
Involves him in the rules of games
To bid at other’s own expenses
How much intellectuals solve,
Problems of the wretched earth
With mere ideology and eloquence
Can not apprehend social unrest
A think thank school of thoughts
Indispensable capacity and dynamics
Of shoddy resolve and tenacity
Deficient of altruism and empathy.
Courage, self esteem and love
Civility, self reliance and faith
Van guarded with dignity and truth
Avail society optimal living,
And for ever more prevailing.

ETHIOPIA WILL PREVAIL!